Ground-state total energies and spins have been calculated for all interstitial and substitutional 3d ions in crystalline Si by use of spin-unrestricted density-functional theory plus the. linear muffintin-orbital Green's-function method. The calculated deep donor and acceptor levels reproduce for the first time all experimentally observed transitions. The early 3d interstitial ions and the late 3d substitutional ions are calculated to have low spin. This is in conflict with the generally accepted model due to Ludwig and Woodbury. 
For the interstitials the t2 and e states are, to a first approximation, nonbonding, and the reason why t2 lies below e is that, at the interstitial site, the pure Si valence band has strong t2 and some e character, while the lower part of the pure Si conduction band has strong t2 but practically no e character. The interaction between these band states and the impurity t2 and e orbitals then, essentially, confines the energy of the t2 state to the gap and lifts the energy of the e state.
Consistently herewith we find that the less-interacting e state is &he more localized, whereas the probability, R p(t2), that a t2 electron is inside the atomic sphere at the impurity is only 0.30 in Ti and increases to 0.50 in Cop; the e probability is approximately 0.55 in all neutral interstitials.
The e-t2 splitting is therefore a ligand-field -rather than a crystal-field -effect. Going through the series, the e and, in particular, the t2 levels move down more slowly than the 3d-orbital en- Table I .
In Table I we list all the charge states (ions) which we found to exist and, for each of these, the electronic configuration which gave the lowest SDF total energy. In the future, it should be possible to obtain further experimental checks of our spin-density values.
Established experimental acceptor ( -/0), donor (0/+), and double donor (+/++) levels exist2 6 for interstitial Ti, V, Cr, Mn, and Fe, and they are shown in Fig. 2 by the dotted lines. The solid lines are our Fig. 2 . For the substitutionals the high-to low-spin transition occurs to the right of Mn.
